Theme: Architecture, Engineering and Social Housing

Archilla, Hector F.
*Measurement of the in-plane shear moduli of bamboo: Guadua with the iosipescu test*

Cerron, Tania and David Guzman
*Purlin-Dowell connection for bamboo construction as sustainable proposal for the Amazon housing*

Dicma Trade S.A. de C.V. affiliated with Cooperativa Oro Verde Bambú S.C. De R.L. de C.V. - A. Aguilar
*Tlamaya: Hungry Niche*

Emery, Mark from Bambooroo
*Contemporary Architecture in Asia*

Espinosa Benito, Jaime
*BambUrbanism Medellin: Bamboo-Based City*

Godina, Martha and Rodolfo Lorenzo
*Calibrating a composite material model for analysis and design of bamboo structures*

Hansen, L.H. and Sara Kim
*The Cocoon Project - A cross-cultural case study in development and construction of a bamboo building with arbitrary double curved forms*

Katepech, Chaiyarphop and Supreedee Rittironk
*Study selecting criteria of construction system for bamboo construction*

Long, Jed
*Working with Bamboo in Australia*

Manjunath, Neelam
*Contemporary bamboo architecture in India and its acceptability*

Mortera Aguilar, Martin Abdi
*Tensegrity Bamboo Architecture*

Rittironk, Supreedee
*Research, education and design in Thai bamboo architecture*

Rivera Lutap, Jocelyn A.
*Redefining the future of bamboo architects and interior designers in polytechnic university of university of Philippines*

Theme: Architecture, Engineering and Social Housing
Rosalino da Silva, Frederick, and Rafael Oliveira Poubel
*Joint covers bamboo and membrane: Design, Manufacturing and Assembly*

Sonpal, Brinda K.
*Relooking at bamboo: A journey into exploration of bamboo components for structural possibilities*

Svamivastu, Vacharee
*Bamboo floating raft bridge: Mutual dependence of man and nature*

Uthaipattrakoon, Thanna
*Bamboo design and construction in Thailand; Bamboo art gallery at Arsomsilp Institute of the Arts*

Vahanvati, Munir
*The challenge of connecting bamboo*

Vengala, Jagadish, and B. N. Mohantha, S. Raghunath
*Seismic performance of bamboo housing: an overview*

Widyowijatnoko, Andry, and Rakhmat Fitrantra Aditra, Rarasati Intan Widuri
*Proposing joints for bamboo tensegrity*

Woo, Yang Chung
*Search for highly value additive utilization of bamboo grown in Damyang district based on physio-mechanical properties*